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The definitive source for health care professionals dealing with wilderness and environmentally
related illnesses and injuries, this guide provides specific therapeutic guidelines and reviews
interactions between people and the surroundings.
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An excellent resource on Wilderness medicine. . The authors of each chapter enter great depth of
physiology, pathology and request in the wilderness. Following this experience, I properly
examined the text at length and was surprised at the extensive nature of this issue that was
covered. This is a mature volume I purchased for a gift.Emergency & Additionally it is constantly
getting revised with a fresh edition out in Dec 2016. While not laden with colorful pictures, it is
packed with good details on wilderness medicine and injuries.Excellent chapters about Altitude,
Hypo/hyperthermia, Drowning, Diving etc. Covers almost all environmental situations that may
get you into, or out of trouble. The PDR for wilderness injuries & Remember this is the 3rd ed. I
should add that there are two editions which have been released SINCE this one.J. YES! Willis D.
related illnesses Foregoing understanding of the existance of the text was unkown, until it was
needed in an emergent situation upon site. Lots of things to underline, highlight, and cram into
your brain. It's big, its heavy and sometimes not fun to read, but if you want a physician level
publication its a good one.Occasionally too deep for my shallow brain. YES!If you can't afford the
latest edition, understand this one!PS: Book weighs 8pounds and is 2 1/2 inches thick.
Everything you ever needed to know about how exactly to survive the Wild This is book is very
insightful and a very excellent reference for anyone who is curious on how to proceed when
confronted with uncertainties in the wild. An excellent teaching tool aswell. Will need to have
book for Crisis Medical Instructors This book is a bible for wilderness medicine. aero-medical
evacuation? At that time a stingray damage required our immediate interest. With no prior
experience in this kind of injury, the book provided immediate no frills information on treatment,
back-up care and techniques. The current version may be the 6th edition. I would suggest this
text to be present in all doctor libraries and offices, since it is usually in mine.Dr. H. Edible plants?
Snake bites &O. Its information isn't presented for those not really medically trained. Trauma
Physicia Great tome of valuable information This is an excellent technical manual for managing
wilderness emergencies for professionals. A more complete text, I have yet to see.
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